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1. Introitro

I had written a lot of  notes about things some of  which I wrote more 
things about later and some I didn’t. The things below seemed not to 
really have a lot to do with any of  the later things but also seemed to be 
important so they are the introduction. Then there are some old  
things about Emily, some recent ones about Lulu and then something 
about Bella – 

I read something about someone flying home and being able to “sense” 
the ground of  home beneath the plane, some feeling of  something or 
other when they entered home air space. I have the opposite experience. 
I still feel my home country under me but the relief  comes leaving, not 
returning. I hate my nation almost as much as you hate your family. 

I visited Paris when I was eight years old. It was the first time I left the 
UK. I got stuck in the toilet on the AirFrance flight, from ten minutes 
outside Edinburgh until the plane landed in Paris. In Paris I made  
photographs on a little plastic Kodak box camera my Uncle gave me. 

Real people live in Paris, I thought. When I left home there were no real 
people left, just Americans. 

France seemed like a place where looking was still ok. At first, anyway. 

Everyone wants to know”… living in Paris””… the French””… sex…”?
I don’t know. Sex passes time which no one has. 

I do know that the principal benefit of  the Metro over the Underground 
is that it is not in London. 
 
I always ask students to call me Miss - so they don’t get the wrong idea. 

“You obscene little coward!” Les Dennis.





2. Emilyemily

For Thomas Tank - Patron Saint of  Communal Living.

Helen tested us, I was to say what I thought about when she said 
“black”? Our answers were supposed to reveal our idea sexual partners.  
I said that black made me think of  a giant angry Gorilla. Filling the void 
with fear is a standard male response. Although this wasn’t mentioned 
at the time because I was eleven. They said it was funny, I didn’t find it 
funny. 

Emily, unlike Helen, did not need a test, she could predict my thoughts 
at all times. She often said “You are so predictable!”. When she said 
this phrase she made a very specific gesture with her mouth. In Alva we 
would have said that she had a mouth like a cat’s arse. 

An example of  how I am predictable and she is not predictable, a 
section of  light, evening, chitty-chat conversation –

D - Are you enjoying your new job, darling?
E - It is not NEW I started TWO WEEKS AGO!
D - … 
E - It is a bit confusing and I don’t feel like I fit in. 
D - Sometimes things are like that I suppose?
E - IT IS A NEW JOB WHAT DO YOU EXPECT!?!

Emily had recently started as Curriculum Manager in the Eugenics De-
partment of  the University. It was a difficult time for us. Although not as 
difficult for me as for her, naturally. We were “getting to be of  a certain 
age”. Progeny were in the air, a perverse yoghurty stench pervaded. But 
all of  our colleagues had one so we had to have one too, and soon. And 
we had to start thinking seriously about it, all this, soon, money wise and 
house size wise and buying a house wise and getting married wise so the 
child and the investments and so on would be safe. We were of  family 
bearing age. Or rather she was. I was just unlucky to be around at the 
time. Emily said this was “Like something Gary would say!”. 



Gary also worked at the University in a “non-professional capacity”. I 
assume this meant he was not a manager of  anything. Although from 
what I remember his title did include the term manager, but this was 
“in-name-only”. I think Gary was the Earth Manager or something. 
By this he was a manager of  the earth, the brown earth, that is, mud. 
On the bits of  the campus that were “green” he was in charge of  the 
brown. And the flowers and things. It might once have been safe to say 
that Gary was a gardener I think, but now he was the earth manager, I 
think. 

Gary said a lot of  things which were an outrage to equalities  
moralities. The first (it was “by no means” the first, rather it was the 
first one so offensive as to be worth bringing home) was “Equal pay? 
The only reason my Agnes wants mair pay is to buy mair shite!”. This 
was also the LAST time that I agreed, however tacitly, with Gary. My 
point was, I think, that surely anyone who wanted more money on some 
level did indeed want it to buy more shite and weren’t we currently  
trying to get more money to buy more shite? This was wrong. It was 
about the gender discrepancy in pay and not about what was to be 
done with the money. I did agree with that bit but because I had “taken 
it the wrong way” (homo economicus not homo no-dingle-danglerus) 
the battle was only going to rage until death. It raged until about ten 
or so I think, then it was bedtime where obligation prevented either of  
us from staying up out of  the way and reflecting and deciding just to 
apologise. So next morning was silent too. 

Gary was a family man. Divorced twice. The first of  which was  
“baffling” and the second was “no wonder” twice. So we were to have a 
family, this was the baffling long term wonder plan. One of  the reasons 
for this was that “single people” like us (the pish paper thin implication, 
presumably being that I had not yet proposed - “This is the nineties!”, 
I said, she was a spice girl and could propose just the same way I could. 
This was also wrong, tradition prevailed at certain points which I was, 
predictably predictably wrong in identifying) single people like us got 
a raw deal at work, hours wise. If  you were unbairned then you were 
expected to stay later and do more and work on weekends and  



fundraisers and so on and son on. As soon as you had a wean you were 
always always always expected and allowed to fuck off at the drop of  a 
chicken poc and EXACTLY on time every day and NEVER work extra 
hours ever. It was really proof  that you were an adult, in fact. You had a 
baby and then were able to do the work of  a non-albatrossed individual 
in a fraction of  the time with a fraction of  the sleep or free time. So we 
had to do this, NOW (by “now” I mean when FlowTracker app told us 
NOW! The period app, not the dam and reservoir management one). 

My (hands-up probably pretty Garyish) contention was that didn’t we 
only have to say “Fuck off I can’t/won’t” to our managers instead. This 
was branded as, at best, ridiculous and on some few days reflection “the 
very reason you have not moved up the vocational ladder”. As far as I 
saw it everyone hated work, hates work, should hate work, it’s work. The 
adverts which say “Find Your Dream Job (they say career) Here” are big 
jokes and everyone knows it, I thought. This is not so. Emily’s dream 
job was really her dream, what she had wanted and imagined and she 
desired nothing more than money and title progression. Emily had not 
realised a dream which was then sated and moved on from, the order-
ly spreadsheet was the dry dream desire that kept on organisationally 
giving. (I used to want a “Hell is other people” t-shirt like Kev had but I 
got a Bohemian Rhapsody one instead. Hell isn’t other people, it turns 
out, it is me.)

My dreams weren’t like that, I said. She said she knew exactly what my 
disgusting dreams were like and didn’t want to hear about them.  
Whenever I told her about my dreams I lied. In the extremely rare 
case that my dreams involved sex I at least changed the names from the 
people in her office to names that she didn’t know many of. I wonder 
what she would have said to my actual dreams? Probably not a lot, my 
dreams were almost always about spinning round in my office chair. I 
hate office chairs, they give me sea sickenss or vertigo or something. I  
replaced my chair in my office with a decent solid wooden chair and 
was entirely happy chair-wise until my manager removed it on the basis 
of  it not being healthy or safe. I did tell Emily about the chair being  
taken away but not about the spinny vertigo dreams. She wasn’t  



interested particularly in the chair story anyway and said I should just 
stop being a baby, stop making a fuss and just get on with things. I didn’t 
tell Emily about my dreams so that I could spin around forever and feel 
sick and never have to explain my  uniquely suffering self. 

“But doesn’t everyone hate work and then when they have a baby are 
also really tired all the time AS WELL as hating work?” 
“No”. 
“OK. But isn’t it more work for you if  we have a baby because you will 
have to feed it and stuff and stay awake and stuff?” 
“NOT IF YOU HELP.”
“Oh, yes, OK. And what happens if  we were happier before, without 
the baby?” 
“THAT IS LIKE SOMETHING GARY WOULD SAY!”

(Frankly I couldn’t have imagined being more unhappy by this stage  
anyway, all we did was talk about the baby and money and homes and 
cars and holidays and Gary. I sometimes imagined being a foie gras 
goose but instead of  grain the machine was feeding me Neutral Grey 
Number 5 Heavy Body Acrylic Paint at an enormous pressure so that 
my whole body and skull were totally filled with it and all my disgusting 
organs popped out. After I had become grey, in the imagined daydream-
not-dream I imagined feeling a lot better.) 



“She compartmentalises her fridge just like she compartmentalises her 
life, such a bitch.” 

This sounds like Gary but it’s ok, it isn’t, it’s Emily reflecting on her  
step-mother. 

Emily’s step-mother’s, fridge was, I thought,  one of  the best things in 
the world. This was “an indicator”. I liked all the shit being in  
different small drawers and shelves and boxes and things, it was so neat 
and beautiful. The smeg fridge in our home was just a fucking gaping, 
cold wardrobe. Ours was “simpler”. That is to say it was less efficient, 
less functional and radically more expensive. It was more beautiful, 
however and therefore more in keeping with something. Equality,  
probably, so that everything could happily and easily disease and infect 
and filthy everything else with its revolting cling film seeped food- 
sputum. Spreadsheets are one thing fridge compartments are  
another. Order isn’t not important it’s just important more where it’s 
pretty smelly or prettysmelly. Order is a lot of  the time in the wrong 
place. Which is an important but impenetrable lesson.

(Living and Growing  taught us that cling film is a single use item, like a 
condom. And that cling-film is not a suitable substitute for a condom 
and that neither condoms or cling film were re-useable even if  you 
washed them out. And that even though they were much harder to get 
it was even more important not to reuse condoms than cling film, even 
though cling film wasn’t useable as a condom. This is an important  
message too, and confusing. It is an economic message for children to 
learn in primary school, somewhere between Domestic Science and 
Home Economics both of  which were the same thing but now neither 
of  which is ok because its demeaning or something. Like a cling film 
condom. Or a second hand condom. Or something. I don’t know.)

I do know that Emily hated her mother, step-mother so much she defi-
nitely did not want the same type of  fridge. 



Or clothes. 

“Functional clothes are so disgusting”. 

So she dressed as her grandmother instead. Her Daddy’s Mummy. 

 
 



Emily would never wear a fleece. until she got into hillwalking with Tom 
from work. Then she also got hiking boots which until then had been 
unspeakably disgusting. I agreed about the disgusting but then became 
unreasonable when I still didn’t like them despite their activity  
prioritised functionalité. The fleece gradually became part of  daily wear 
but only within certain strict boundaries, it was suitable for the Co-op 
after ten, but not for Sainsbury’s ever. 

A fleece did not exude the kind of  well-keptness that a more beautiful 
jacket did, a fake fur perhaps, a well chosen fake fur from a high street 
brand which her friends were too snobbish even to go into, for example, 
that was a real coup. In terms of  the keeping which would lead to this 
well-keptness it was, like the smegs one-smaller-than-it-should-have-
been gaping hole, to be garnered through an equality of  our finances. 
I liked her to look nice she said, and she liked me to look nice too she 
said, so all our money for clothes should come from a special bit of  the 
joint account so that we could both look good because looking good 
meant we would look good and we could and would and definitely 
should be promotable. To look good meant to have a look that was in 
line with the looks that looked well kept but were not actually kept-kept 
but were rather self-well-kept. We were “someone who knows how to 
look after themselves and knows style and how to dress and does look 
after themselves and looks stylish but not vulgar.” 

OK. 

The mantra, then, was – Love the rescued french greyhound as much 
as a lost cartoon mummy and be as rich as a CEO supersugardaddy in 
Granny’s terylene dress. 

OK. 

 



I don’t want to turn myself  in to YewTree or anything but I really did 
love Emily a lot more before we became adults. The granny clothes 
made it impossible. As though all the professionalism wasn’t challenging 
enough I had to fuck her dad’s mum? I would rather be a peado than 
someone else’s Oedipus. Oedipeadopus. Octooedipeadopus

(Although step-mother pornography is very popular, granny  
pornography remains relatively niche). 

I wasn’t looking because they were young I was just looking because 
they didn’t look already dead. I would happily have done a democritus 
if  I had had even the vaguest inkling of  escape or pleasure or anything 
like that, but it was long gone by this time. I didn’t even think of   
anything else when we practiced making children. My “greedy, creepy, 
hungry little eyes” remained resolutely closed and reassuringly resigned, 
Santiago. 

(My eyes are dim I cannot see the tiny giant snake running around in 
the empty quartermasters store. Any more. I can’t hear either, it’s howl 
of  desire into the impenetrable and insatiable chasm of  demand, echo 
had vibrated my eardrums right away to fuck shortly after the honey-
moon period and long before any conceived of  honeymoon. Perforated 
would at least be decorative. Decimated at least Roman. They are just 
scientifically, factually, vapourised by some sort of  repeating pattern 
internal feedback loop structural luv collapse.) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



I called Emily’s clitoris Napoleon. This was greeted warmly, her clitoris 
was an empress. I hated being looked at by Napoleon. I even looked up 
Clitoral Gaze on Wikipedia but there isn’t a page for it. Napoleon’s gaze 
was like those BBC documentaries when there is a tiny robot camera 
inside some dirty muddy hole with roots drooping into it and a revolting, 
blind newborn vole right in the middle of  it all. And when I extended 
the metaphor, extended the vole whose head was peeping out, into the 
whole body I saw the shit elastic man from the unforgivably dull and 
rubbish Fantastic Four film with his stupid stretchy arms and legs and 
fingers and toes which were Emily’s nerves all wangled about by the  
revolting overstimulated grey pink dumb vole head. It was a gargantua 
with a tiny head which was as corrupt as it was powerful. At least my 
democritic dick had the decency to have its own eye out, Napoleon 
threatened forever to grow a gigantic eyeball, instead he just didn’t even 
murk about, like the ghost of  a dark ghost under the skin.  

Sometimes Emily really luvd cute dikdik pics, but dick pics were always 
a boneapart of  contention. I much prefered photos of  the breastpocket 
groping vole, at least I could ignore them. The more you see a thing 
the less shit boringly mysterious it is and therefore that much less dully 
powerful. I didn’t want to see Boneapart because he was hot, I wanted 
to glance at him on the bus so I wouldn’t convince myself  by the end of  
the day that it was worth the risk of  looking at the fucker in real life. I 
was happy just to look on his work, feel mealy, and despair. 





3. Intergenitalia

Helen’s test also included writing down what we thought when she said 
“white”. It was death, she said. Then we were to think about a riv-
er, what five words we thought of  when we thought of  a river. I can’t 
remember what I said about the river, I was eleven. Whatever I said a 
river was was sex. Thinking about it now a better thing would be to ask 
what one thought of  when you said coffin. Or, what do you think of  
when I say “Imagine something pink and then sort of  shiny and then 
sort of  a bit white and then a bit like a sort of  sweaty stalemilk mouth 
without teeth and donned like an unshaved anus with light brown 
downy shaved unshavey twenty fifteen hair?” I knew all along that the 
end of  the tunnel would be a horrible white disaster. 

That Napoleon’s head and the Cave of  Oz were so close together was 
basically bad luck, confusion was always going to arise, I suppose. I 
looked it up on the internet, diagrams of  genital development in  
foetuses. Mine got stuck and swollen, hers kept going and grew a handy 
pocket. She says this makes me lucky. I am not so sure. I would have 
liked to keep going I think, and have plopped out octopussy with my 
brains all in my body.  

Despite her self  confessed parentally hard wired prudishness her  
complex genitalia were deferred to with increasing regularity. Like the 
Law nodding its little bald head. Girls just want to have fun(damental 
human rights), like it said in the Guardian. Napoleon shouted because 
he was to be henceforth heard and because he loved the sound of  the 
echo in the cave. The Biological Comedy of  essentialism was apparently 
not a funny comedy. Or at least I was not getting the joke, or couldn’t 
hear it properly, ever, or something. And no amount of  calling her 
Beatrice Boneapart was going to get it through to me that I would never 
ever ever understand why the legal noddy was necessary and why the 
nodding of  her cap should have fanned me into despair. I didn’t know 
how to despair, I think. I was an eagle, lost, in a dovecote. 

“Men are simple and women are complicated”and it probably did have 



something to do with more developed genitalia, yes. It was a bit like that 
she saw in colour whereas I only saw in black and white. Abstraction 
wasn’t a strong suit for Emily, twice.

 Luckily booming absolutism was second nature to my mighty reverse-
echoing emperor so there was always a chance to hear it again, louder. 



Let me ask you something, I am here, in my cell, and I was just  
wondering about if  I were to do myself  in here it would be very  
smothery, or holey. Would you rather… you remember this game… be 
killed by a weapon shaped like a penis or a vagina? Spear, bullet, rock 
etc or cushion, noose, water etc. Bullet in the brain or drowning in a 
sink? 



Despite having very beautiful hands I have an enormously ordinary 
penis. Dimensionally ordinary that is, like not enormous in anything 
other than its non-enormity or micro-ness. It is hideous to look at, like a 
choked animal or a sort of  sphynx eel, but in terms of  internet verified 
dimensions it is inherently ordinary. Normal. If  my prick were a colour 
it would be Neutral Grey No.5. It would not be enough to say only  
neutral grey, it is right in the middle of  the range of  neutrality, at zero. 
Or, five. In the middle. Wherever the middle is, it is. It is for this reason 
that I feel confident to make assertions about the dimensions of  the 
genitalia of  others, mine is so unremarkable that I am in the privileged 
position of  being able not to concern myself  with hubris or shame and 
I have done my research. I am mathematical statistics. I am like nature 
and not-nature all at once. I am like a Guardian journalist or someone 
who works for the Labour Party, I am right in the very very middle so 
I understand everything on either side and am ideally placed to say for 
everyone what is best or good or bad or beautiful or ugly. I don’t do 
that, but I could. I should. If  people sent me pictures I would. 



Ecologically friendly washing powder and ecologically friendly corpse 
mousse smell like wet moths. They make your clothes and pubes smell 
like living dust. Or maybe the pubes body stuff with some cream of  nut  
butter in it smelled a bit more butterflyish? Still, like a moth, more or 
less. Lepidoptera-y. Like mould a bit, like black mould on the bathroom 
roof  smell, not really really rough strong smelling or anything just like a 
living organism other than your living organism growing on your living 
organism’s fur. 

I always just used Head and Shoulders on all of  my head and face and 
body and everything else. It was a disaster to me to know that my pubes 
smelled like Emily’s wet butterfly mould moths all day, it really knocked 
my confidence, especially because I knew my clothes also smelled of  
moth, or of  cardboard in the rain. 

I mean I know no one was sniffing. And I know the knickers she wore 
were not for me to sniff at, they were to make her feel great about  
herself. But I wondered how smelling like a moth could make you really 
feel like anything other than like a moth. I mean I suppose they  
weren’t there for me to sniff either, really, so it didn’t matter how it all 
worked, it was a superficial pleasure offset by pop-ecology morality. I 
came around to the idea it was better just to avoid moths altogether. 
Butterflies, moths, anything like that but I was really wrong again, as 
well, too – Love was noumenal, too, and I was always a judgemental 
kunt. 



Emily had a mouth like a cat’s arse. And a vagina like a cat’s arse. Or a 
duck’s arse? Her arse was definitely like a duck’s arse. A duck’s arse is 
waterproof  but a cat’s arse is really proudly on display at all times. So I 
am not sure what I mean really by all of  this. Emily’s arse was off limits 
because it was off limits but it more or less looked like any old arsehole. 
But her mouth looked not like other mouths and her vagina was like her 
mouth but didn’t look like her mouth and didn’t look different to any 
other vagina, really. I am not sure where all this is going, I think  
something is the matter with me. Her cunt was a throat.  

Lulu had a mouth like a duck’s mouth and a fanny like facebook. 



Neon signs seen from the window in Lulu’s apartment in Saint Jean 
Jacques - a red bar, green pharmacy, yellow kebab, something white 
lighting up the blue road signs (exotic place names), oval red TABAC, 
white optician shop interiors, yellow home lights, pale green and pale 
orange street lamps, less dirty than home. And the revolting blue of  
the sky finally fading. Another metaphorless day pompously receding, 
the black void-hole grave of  night that much lovely nearer.   No sign of  
Neutral Grey No 5. Not anymore. Not yet. 





4. Belovered

Helen once told me a joke about death being white. It was something 
to do with imagining a white room, a white room all filled with light. I 
am eating white potato dumplings with white asparagus tips and white 
cheese. My dinner is more magnolia than white. 

I write a lot of  lists here. 

C’est le meme chose, Mort. 

C’est le mort chose. 

C’st les mortes fromage. Framboise. The Maltese Falcon. 

The Dungs of  the Navaronne. 

Amour. Amort. Armour. 

Amore. 

White isn’t loving. Light, and neither is off white, loving. 

Love is a murmur, or maybe more, maybe a mere more maybe? 

(“David - meaning Beloved.”  

It was my father’s name too. I often wonder why would you do that to 
someone? Subject them to the violent irrationality of  the dreams of   
others. No one wants to be beloved except those who are utterly  
undeserving of  it, one only wants to be “allowed” to love and have a 
happy victim, someone like God.)



MANIFESTO SHOPPING LIST. 

1. If  we consider desire as love and we consider love as desire 
then all is well. 

2. Love is only tempering the violence of  desire to one victim. 

4. Desire is easy to kill, you terminate it, logically;  terminologically - 
you call it love and then it dies. 

5. Love is a slut. Desire is only a husband. 

6. Affection is a soft violence perpetrated on the beloved. 

7. Love is being too prudish to wank so making someone else the object  
responsible for your filthy business.  

8. Love is pleasure for prudes. 



5.Advertising ideas for yoga classes (+ addengdungs) 

(Human) Nature. (Christ did not jog, he fell. Gravity isn’t grace). 

Downward facing dog(matism – unbearable lightness will not cushion 
the fall). 

(Getting dizzy by spinning round when you are too hot) Hot Yoga (isn’t 
a passion).

Longevity (Living and not being a dildo is different to living for a long 
time being a dildo and excusing yourself  by participating in a ritual you 
are historically ill equipped to understand). 

Relaxing (inciting to activity the duck’s-arse sphincters of  divine-
bureaucracy-long-lifers). 

Belief  in your self  (the dream of  a fast shit). 

Downward facing dog (because just kneeling is not enough for the 
body-centric-self-oriented, not anymore, anyway). 

Wear appropriate, loose clothing – (appearing naked but encased in 
plastic). 

Appropriately priced workshop plans (per socio-economic quarter of  
the city). 

We have the know-how to help you get the answers your body needs. 
(The soul’s howling awareness that something is missing will be stifled 
under the floppy sub language of  “body”).

Get in touch with yourself  again via your body. (Seek out all those ob-
jects you miss in a world so deprived of  them, try, desperately, with us, 
together, to become an object again in a world bereft of  objects. We can 
be empty bottles, sandwich papers, silk handkerchiefs, cardboard boxes, 



cigarette ends, or other testimony of  summers nights. Other nostalgia, 
most likely a cat).

Learn to know and love your body. (Those things, the shoelaces and 
sacks, the cans of  food, these things had mass, weight, density. You will 
never again have the correct mass in proportion to your knowledge. The 
real world is quite as abandoned as your body.) 

All age groups catered for (So long as you are old enough to really need 
to cry and rich enough to deserve to. Best if  you are already slim, sin-
ewy, in fact, from achieving no sense of  gratification or sustenance from 
anything other than vocational and economic advancement; works best 
for the psychopathic mid life professional)

Yoga (is the arm of  the divine bureaucracy which demands you pay to 
“spiritually” recover from the damage inflicted on you by your own  
willing participation in the system you) can(not escape causing your 
hopeless,) help(less existence to be filled) with (crucifying) anxiety! 



6. The thing to resist is salad 

Near Helen’s house in Alva there was a Fish and Chips shop called 
“The Bridge”. It was run by a second or third generation Italian family 
so they also made pizza. 

One of  the “SPECIALS” was the VESUVIUS! This was a particularly 
well endowed pizza, it had many toppings all piled on, topper topped 
with an egg which was supposed to be the crater. It was also very spicy 
and hot. Like the vindaloo curry, very spicy things are a favourite in the 
north because they operate as a test of  one’s mettle. It’s a kind of  prot-
estant method to ingest the feeling of  sin even after all of  that is over, we 
miss it, I think. 

So you could buy a 16 inch VESUVIUS! as a way to prove you were 
“hard” by eating a lot of  spicy food. The local joke was that having  
managed the “first step” of  the VESUVIUS! challenge you had the  
second to endure the next morning when ones red eyed arsehole would, 
like a volcano, rapidly, painfully and arbitrarily eject the partially  
digested kilo weight of  fat, carbohydrate and chilli powder. This would 
lead inevitably to discussions about the relative temperature of  ones 
ringpiece and  skitters qua magma and the surface of  the sun.  
The Solar Anus meant something different in The Bridge in Alva than 
at the Pont de l’Alma.  



People with constipation want to live a long time so that they have time 
to maybe, maybe do that last delicious finally relieving shit. 
People with diarrhea want this iteration of  life to be over sooner  
rather than later having already shit enough shit for two or three  
lifetimes already.  
The very worst thing to be is both, a Tiresias of  shit. 



My most recent superlike on Tinder Paris was a sexpartner whose  
profile intro told me that she couldn’t eat sugar. It was not a metaphor 
that she couldn’t eat sugar, it wasn’t that she was “sweet enough” or 
anything like that, it was a scientific fact. So far as there are facts. So far 
as there is science. Not all of  the science agrees with all of  the fact. It is 
not to be taken as read. Or red. Or black and white. 
Sometimes she would eat white things, sometimes she would eat black 
things. Neither would suit. I often wondered that the white of  an egg 
might be ok despite not starting off white, she was scared, she said, that 
it would be polluted by the colour, yellow. 
She did not eat most fruit because it contained things. Colours. She did 
not eat colours, really, at all. Mostly only black or white. I wondered 
about the possibility of  eating light itself, so that she could have all the 
colours only from eating white, light. I didn’t put this thought to her as it 
was hardly scientific despite the physics of  the thing. And I didn’t want 
her to think I was coming over all “the way and the light”, like religion, 
which she was DEFINITELY against, it also said this in the text on 
tinder. 
I asked her to call me sugar and she left. 



Cherries. 
Nectarines (White Flesh if  pissposs)

Burrata. 

Dr Oetker. 
Kievs. 
Orange cheese. 



A French Recipe - Chicken Breasts in Normandy Cider with Cream 
and Apples. 

French cooking refutes the obvious. Cooking, in France, is elevated to 
a form of  “creativity”. Amusing as this may seem there are occasional 
gems which don’t taste too disgusting or take too long to prepare. This 
recipe is one of  my favourites, I learned it at the Agricultural  
Exposition which was full of  animals. 

In France desire is commensurate with demand. Desire doesn’t get 
dragged along like Hector, the putrefying stench of  jealousy pouring 
from the horseman’s cart like the bus driver on a school exchange trip to 
Belgium, quite ruining the flavour of  the flesh at the feast in Paris. 
 
Anyway, on to the meal itself. It is a very simple recipe, you just need 
chicken and piss (cream and apples are an optional garnish). 

I find that human piss (certainly here in the UK) tastes of  a really sad 
sort of  mealy mouthed resignation. There are, however, a few broken 
varieties you might care to try - 

Detox Yoga Bunny and almond latte almond syrup. 
Cheap coffee and cheap (Romanian, URGH! ) Pinot Noir.
Pickled Herring and  kefir.
Thyme tea and northern rented-home southern european cooking. 

None of  these really have the authentic taste one gets from a French, 
sadly. 

Another and non-canibal alternative is the good old British fox. A lovely 
scavengy flavour; strong, disease ridden and relatively easy to get your 
hands on. A personal favourite of  mine. 

The very best baste one can get in the UK is a lovely fresh by-the-
motorway-grass fed free range mare piss, ideally collected the same day 
direct from the glorious flapping flaps right onto a pre-prepared tinfoil- 



lined dish of  Tesco Value Chicken Breast Mini Fillets. 
 
But the creme de la creme is obviously the Normandy stallion. His giant 
piss rope squirting the delicious appley cider right into the dish already 
in the community built stone oven outdoor reclaimed brick tandoor/
pisa oven. Just right into it. Its frothy, then, which is like cream so you 
can (I do) skip the cream. 

Skip the chicken, skip the whole lot really other than the cider. 

Even that, ignore, DAT DICK THO!



Coffee is a very particular Parisian pisstime. 
Caffeine is a method by which one can try to make the dead present 
seem “alive”. 
The feeling of  “alive” in this case presenting as a vibrating anxiety and 
the urgent need to urinate. 
And a taste reminiscent of  already chewed aluminium foil. 
And the word “suicide” flickering in and out of  focus like an  
enthusispasm. 





7. An ass menagerie

A la recherche du gris perdue. 
Or A la recherche du rat gris. 
Or A la recherche du chat gris. 



Birds. 

Two grey doves sleep in the tree outside my window in Paris. 
There is a blue moon in the daylight. 
And a black butterfly on the white window frame. 
(Two doves slept outside my window in Alva. I wanted to kill one of  
them after Emily, so that I wouldn’t have to see them being a pair. When 
I came home one of  them was gone. I had missed my fucking chance so 
I stole their fucking eggs. Fuck them.) 



I was making a videotape of  a crow bathing in a puddle in the cemetery 
in Montparnasse. It was raining on me and I didn’t wish for anything 
more. Then a guard shouted at me that I had to leave. There was not 
only rain, but gusts of  very high wind, which was breaking the branches 
off the trees, even inside the cemetery. It was raining inside and outside 
the walls, on the street, on her, the guard, on her, the crow, and on me. 
Even though I only wanted the rain to be falling on me it was falling on 
those others too. 
I dream of  how I should have broken back in after I was asked to leave. 
To have given two fingers to the law and been killed by a branch in the 
graveyard with the clean crow. None of  this is a metaphor or a symbol 
or a poem or anything, it’s verbatim, like a diary. 



The Raven in the Bois de Boulogne 
 
There was a Raven in the Bois de Boulogne. 
There was a black Raven flying in the white sky in the Bois de  
Boulogne. 
There was a whore in the Bois de Boulogne. 
There was a huge whore in red cotton underpants shitting an earthy 
earthly shit into the brown earth in the Bois de Boulogne. 
The Raven was dark black 
and the sky was burning white 
and the whores knickers were bright red 
and her shit was mud brown like the mud.
The whore was shitting 
the Raven was blackening 
not a hundred yards from where I was pissing. 
I wished at that moment 
to have a hard on. 
But Lulu was there by now and the whole thing was not a metaphor or 
a poem or a sign or a portent or anything like that it was only utterly sad 
and useless and repulsive.



Pigeon cunted Lulu was a doctor’s daughter. Still is a doctor’s daughter, 
I imagine. Unless something terrible has happened. 

She had a strange pattern on her pubic mound. Equally spaced dots. 
It was as though someone had tried to copy her sex in a computer like 
when Disney make cartoons out of  real people somehow, by covering 
them in dots. Mapping them. It made her mons look really 3D. Really 
monsy. 
 
If  I was lucky, I thought, this might be my big day, I will get syphilis as 
I have always wanted, like uncle Charlie. It wasn’t syphilis, I found out 
later when she got angry at me for not asking about it, because I had 
not been paying attention. I couldn’t very well tell her that I was really 
paying attention and loved it and dreamed about venereal diseases. So I 
let her pretend. 
 
What happened was that she was drunk, on a rooftop, in Paris and had 
tried to mount the chimney stack and piss down the lum of  a neighbour 
of  her friends, who they all hated. Being drunk and precariously  
stationed she perhaps predictably fell, not off the roof  but rather straight 
down onto the anti pigeon spikes mounted to the television aerial also 
on the chimney stack. 
 
From then on I said she had a pigeon fanciers fanny. She thought it was 
charming because I said it in “that accent!”. 
 
I remember a boy at school was a local champion budgie breeder. I  
remember feeling really grown up when Helen was reading a story 
about him in the paper when I was eleven; she said that he must have a 
very very small willy to be able to breed with budgerigars. 
The boys nickname was “Apple” which when you say it in Alloa sounds 
like “AyePoul” 



Observations on livestock from a French Agricultural Exposition. 

Breasts are bigger than testicles and heavier than Marine Le Pen.

Ray once sent me a video of  a woman encouraging a donkey to have 
sex with her. It needed some encouragement, but did eventually give in. 

The giant breasts of  the ultra fat animals next to the beautiful steaming 
beautiful hot streaming piss were so beautiful, at the fair. 

I had lived in the festival city.

If  only Lulu would agree to piss onto my breasts I could perhaps shake 
off the darkness. She has the most enormous, beautiful breasts. But she 
does piss very “heavily”. Perhaps it wouldn’t be wise to try. 

Ideally she should piss on her own tits. But nothing is ideal, she said. 
 
Even though breast meat is “white” meat it still makes me sick, to eat it. 



Rats. 

I saw a rat on the Champs Elysee. Not a metaphorical tourist rat, an 
actual rat. It was a bit like being at home. Not because of  the rat rat 
because of  the tourist rats. There were also tourist rats and also also a 
rat rat. 

Outside the bookshop I saw a rat. When Lulu was buying me a birthday 
present I saw a rat. Not a boring academic hipster tourist rat, an actual 
rat. There were boring academic hipster tourists rats too but there was a 
rat rat too, too. 

Lulu’s mother is a doctor with a house on the Boulevard St Michel, in 
the garden there is a whole family of  rats. Lulu’s mum and dad were 
separated so there was no clear analogy to be drawn here, more, maybe 
to Emily’s happily married mother and father’s rat family rats. Although 
there weren’t any rats there, outside their house, there, back there. Here, 
off the boulevard St Germain, the family of  rats dance like Zizi Jean-
maire, among the discarded UNIQLO knickers. 

(Lulu had seduced me by showing me the drawing her mother stole 
from Picasso. While I looked at it she disappeared behind a screen 
(honestly) and “slipped into something more comfortable”(honestly). 
Very very expensive (she told me) and essentially transparent beige (Ivo-
ry!) coloured silk pyjamas through which I was presumably supposed not 
to notice-notice her roomy balloony suntanned breasts with very beau-
tifully proportioned nipples and recently coiffured contemporary pubic 
hair grooming choice. I was drinking brandy, and so was she, but she 
never got her lips wet. Brandy is a great drink because you don’t need to 
piss so often as when you get drunk drinking Tennent’s.) 

It was raining and I was trying to take a selfie for Tinder Paris on the 
banks of  the Seine. While I was fluffing myself  up for it an old man 
walked into the frame and did a piss against the wall behind me. I 
walked over to take a picture of  the piss and a tailless rat scuttled out 
from a dark corner and scampered through the fresh piss. 



 
There was a dead rat on the stone floor by the Fountain de Merds and it 
was raining so heavily that it made the tail and legs flap about as though 
they were moving. I ran to shelter in the dark in the park by the show of  
palms and there were two teenagers fingering in the doorway. I looked 
the other way and they didn’t seem to mind and carried on quite  
happily making little cooing moans and I thought about the rat and 
wished I cared for it or felt any jealousy for either of  the young animals. 



Cats. 

There is an American who takes an embarrassed fluffy white cat for a 
walk on Sundays in Pere Lachaise - among the management class  
constipates and the vegetarians wikipedia orienteering their way around 
the graves. 

The cat man waits for you to photograph the whore cat on your fa-
vourite stone then flabbily pounces out from behind a nearby large but 
touristically uninteresting stone demanding a tip. 

“It costs money to keep a cat like that you know?!”  

I asked him what he would spend the tip on? He said caring for the cat 
for another twelve years. I asked if  that wasn’t his choice rather than my 
responsibility? He said that if  I had photographed a model that I would 
have to pay her. I said his cat was not a model but a cat.  
 
I asked if  I had wanted to see his penis and said I would give him a 
pound in Sterling, which I had in my pocket, that he could probably sell 
on ebay for four euro, what would he have said? He said that he would 
have said no. I said that made sense because I have a penis of  my own 
which I don’t pay myself  to look at.  
 
I asked him why he thought I might want to pay to look at his cat? He 
said that I could sell the picture of  his cat. I told him that I could not sell 
the picture of  his cat, neither the photograph nor the cat were interest-
ing enough for me to profit from them, and that even if  by some miracle 
some fucking idiot did want to buy a photograph of  his revolting cat 
that it definitely would not be the cat that they were paying for but the 
photograph because if  it was a revolting cat they wanted they would 
have bought themselves a revolting cat. 

He said that he still thought it was rude to take a photograph of  his cat 
without contributing to the cat’s wellbeing. I said that I would gladly 
contribute to the cat’s wellbeing by taking it from him and finding  



someone who was not a fat fucking American imbecile look after the 
animal, and, further, that if  he wanted to do something interesting in 
the graveyard he should meet Angela. He seemed confused by this and 
asked what it had to do with anything that we were talking about and 
who was  
Angela? 

(Angela the Austrian was nineteen and pissed just next to David Hume’s 
Tomb really really carefully so as not to get any piss on her new  
Gloverall duffelcoat which she had saved up specially for and basically 
had come to Scotland to buy. She had pre-spit into her hand in order to 
lubricate pre-sex post-piss, I remember watching the pretty spit drooling 
off her hand, held out, still, baffled, not sure which gesture to make in 
response to my amourous over excitement having ruined the duffelcoat 
from the wrong end, too soon, so to speak. In this instance no money 
had changed hands at all and even the offer to pay for the dry cleaning 
was rejected, the rain, she said, would wash the worst of  it out.)

I saw a dead grey cat in a cemetery with a huge monument to the police 
who killed communards. The cat wasn’t dead, it was dead grey. Totally 
neutrally colourlessly grey. It was beautiful, the cat. 



8. Etherelnett 

Frank Campbell was a computing studies teacher. 

Frank’s son’s big brother showed me a pornographic film, the first I had 
ever seen, through the front room window of  Frank’s house. He put the 
tape in while me and the youngest Campbell boy and our friend Martin 
peered in through the venetian blinds. The lady in the film had giant 
fake breasts but otherwise looked like Frank’s wife Margaret. Both the 
Campbell boys were circumcised. 

I slept with Frank’s daughter. Later. He found out and wasn’t keen. She 
was called Senga, which I wasn’t that keen on either. She was backwards 
like her name. Or rather she was like her name, backwards. No. She was 
not like her name backwards. Her name was another name backwards 
and she was like the one she had, not like the one she didn’t have which 
was her backwards name forwards which could conceivably have been 
a beautiful name but then would not have been suited, it was suited as it 
was, in its backward condition. 

Anyway Frank found out, about the daughter thing (not the wife/mum 
porno thing) and wanted some sort of  revenge. His office looked out 
over the playing field where I would walk to school, late, every day. And 
every day Frank took a note in a little jotter of  the time I got to the line 
at the edge of  the football pitch which was perhaps ten feet from the 
perimeter of  the school. This was to be fair, he said. I was still at least ten 
feet from being in school at the time he wrote down the time. And every 
day it was past the beginning of  the registration period, and most days it 
was pretty far past the end of  the registration period. I told the rector he 
must have also, then, been late to classes since he was hanging about in 
his office waiting for me to be late to classes. Not that it was any of  my 
business but Frank didn’t have first period classes, such was his stature 
and respect within the institution. He was also in charge of  trying to 
fix the constantly constantly fucked computer catalogue system in the 
library which he did from the comfort of  his office each morning.  



In one of  Frank’s classes we had to write a computer programme which 
spelled a name out on the screen backwards. The worksheet said it was 
to be a girls name. Mine popped up K. N. A. R. F. I was sent to the  
rector for this too, which was fine, really. It was nice in the rectors office, 
there was a great view of  the lake and of  the whole school so I could 
watch everyone walking around. And a lot of  people phoned the rector 
so you could really spend a lot of  time in there while he answered phone 
calls and had other meetings before you were disciplined. It was great, 
being in trouble. It was the best. It was the best lesson I learned I think, 
in school. It was better than SengaSex. It was inconceivably better than 
watching Frank’s boys wanking their alien penises about their VHS 
surrogate mum. It was better than lots of  things. I loved being in trou-
ble. And the punishments were also generally great and generally spent 
alone doing something quiet and easy somewhere supposedly scary like 
Frank’s room after school. Which meant Frank had to stay late, which 
he thought was worth it initially I think, but then later it stopped work-
ing because he realised I didn’t mind being there at all and his anger 
was a matter of  total indifference. It is funny to watch someone being 
angry, spitting and red and pathetic. I liked it, really, it was really inter-
esting. Beautiful, almost, and like the porno when there was a close up 
on the man’s come face. I imagined Frank’s angry face was probably 
pretty similar to his orgasm face. And that this was similar to the boys 
orgasm faces at the climax of  their mumwanks. And when they would 
lose at football, lose the ball or lose a goal or whatever, whatever it is 
that makes sportspeople orgasmangry. 

I wondered why Frank didn’t make use of  the spreadsheets that we were 
supposed to learn in his classes to make the time table of  my lateness. 
I have always related spreadsheets and romance. Romance is like a 
spreadsheet. Emily loved a spreadsheet, a PLAN. With figures and 
money and savings to be made and how much everything will cost and 
remembering every little thing we might need for the plan for the trip 
that we may or may not make. We didn’t make many. She started to 
go on her own. I couldn’t face having sex after she made the very first 
spreadsheet. It was like a post traumatic stress reaction or something, 
probably less exciting or severe than that. It was just that sex was already 



boring, had always already been disgusting and boring, with everyone, 
spreadsheety, I suppose, or a-propos-spreadsheety. At least. At leasty. 
And yeasty, sometimes. But I am getting carried away in a reverayeree. 

I much preferred being in trouble always, talking with the rector about 
someone he knew at university who had been kind to him which is why 
he was now, still, again, being kind to me. It was so much more  
beautiful, his punishment, than any backwards spreadsheet love has ever 
been. 

My love is like a spread spread sheet.





9. Vocational and other reflections 

Jobbies are better than jobs. 

It was when Emily became an “adult” that everything went right to 
fuck. Or, rather “right away to fuck”. Although it didn’t go, right away, 
as such, to fuck, towards fuck, of  fucking, just - it was fucked. It was to 
fuck not of  fuck. It wasn’t age, or oldness that did it, I am not a nonce 
or anything, not on the nonce wing, it was just unbearably dull and 
rubbish. When she got a job being at home was a job. Which did make 
going for a jobbie more pleasurable, I suppose, for a while. Being locked 
in a dark room on your own is really preferable to being in a light room 
with other people, always, I suppose, but you really get to appreciate it 
when you are continuously subject to the impossible demand of  domes-
tic process and the expectant gaze of  romantic progress. 

Emily was very serious. Like the boys in suits on the tram who work in 
the bank. She wore her granny chic clothes and was a eugenics  
professional. She took her look really seriously as a matter of   
professionalism. Which coincided with not looking very seriously  
anymore, which I suppose is the point. It wasn’t about seeing it was 
about being seen. Or something. But I don’t really understand what 
that means or what I am saying about this. It sounds like being a pro-
fessional is something to do with not seeing only thinking about being 
seen, which maybe is true and maybe makes sense but whether it does 
make sense or not, and/or is true or not its too late for me anway and it 
doesn’t matter at all what I think because I was not one of  the ones who 
the looking professional was being addressed to anyway and basically I 
didn’t understand and didn’t care about any of  this real world. Emily 
was correct. When she would come to visit me at work, as a surprise, 
dressed as her granny, it was less like lovely dovey re-member-ing and 
more like alien re-gurgitare-ing. Like dying while someone who had 
eaten your soul was shitting it back into your mouth saying “Do you like 
that pet? hmmmm?” in a clattering skeletal whine. 

 



Also her piss started to smell different. Like when a menopausal lady 
has been in the transgendered toilets at the office and you don’t know 
whether its Oestrogen or Progesterone or what either of  those things 
are or what they do or why they make piss smell like a painful failure 
regarding resignation. It was probably something to do with Gary at 
her work, but not anything interesting, more reactionary than reactive. 
Partypissypolitic. ProbsAgitPissProp.  
 
 
 

*(Someone did a shit on the floor in the transgender toilet at work and we all were 
really interested to know whether a man or a woman did the shit. The toilet wasn’t 
called transgender it was called non-binary. I guess if  it was transgendered then the 
shit wouldn’t have been so interesting to discuss in terms of  its male or femaleness 
because it wouldn’t have been either. In fact given that it was a non binary toilet then 
I guess the shit, as a guest of  that particular toilet, wouldn’t have been, couldn’t have 
been gendered either? I think the discussion of  maleness and femaleness related to 
who was going to pick up the jobbie-gift. As none of  the persons in the office that day 
were gender non specific there seemed to be some kind of  genitally related law about 
the suitableness or otherwise of  any candidate for the position. I mean the central 
position, or no, that’s wrong, the across the gender board position, or, that is maybe 
still wrong… regardless of  genderedness or otherwise no one really wanted to pick up 
the jobbie. That’s the basic fact here, I suppose, that shit seemed to transcend gender, 
briefly. But also not. No one wanted to touch it. In the end the person who suggested 
that the toilets were made transgender in the first place had to touch the shit based on 
the fact that there was so much shit gender confusion being created here that could 
have been much easier if  we had left the right toilet male, the left toilet female and 
only made the middle one transgender. But now that they were ALL transgender we 
had all committed various acts of  discriminatory and harrassing language crimes 
which we were all really going to suffer from under one anothers gaze for at least the 
rest of  the day. It would really have been easier just to pick up the shit I guess. Jobbies 
as jobs are not good jobs, worse, then, than jobs, are jobbie jobs? I don’t think this has 
anything to do with what I was talking about before but it might be related in some 
way. The cleaning away of  stains, is definitely something gendery, and worky, I think, I 
think it was, anyway.)(Lulu talks a lot about Emotional Labour. She has never cleaned 
the stains produced by another human being. She has cleaned the stains of  her vanity 
out of  her yoga leggings, though, which counts, she says, as practice for the inevitable.)



There is a dented Seat Ibiza GTI on the rue with a sticker from the 
Nürburgring on it. Emily always really wanted to go. She loved driving 
fast. I always wondered why anyone would love to go to the  
Nürburgring. Wouldn’t you only really find out that driving fast on a 
special swirly road is hard? Sort of  even more boring than normal  
driving? 

What the fuck would I know. I can’t drive. I took lessons and got bored 
and failed for cutting too many corners. That was the joke, obviously, 
story of  my life, cutting corners, har har. The truth of  the matter was I 
was just always so enormously bored with the whole experience that I 
wanted it over so I could be outside smoking fags instead of  being inside 
a really really small shit metal coffin room doing something which was 
neither interesting nor required the level of  attention or expertise that 
it seemed, generally, to demand. It was a thing for a robot to do, which 
I was having to do out of  obligation. That was one of  Emily’s “rules”. 
I had to learn to drive, had to get a better job (ostensibly so we could 
afford the smeg fridge, initially) and something else or other which I 
have forgotten now. Anyway I was to drive because “Men can drive, real 
men, it is emasculating not to drive it makes you seem weaker to me.” 
Ok ok I learned to drive. I failed the test of  course but if  the worst came 
to the worst I could plough a ford focus through a window and we could 
rob a bank or something, so I knew enough. This, apparently, made me 
a selfish and pathetic child to have given up, a man would have passed 
his test, even if  it took a hundred times, she said, drunkenly. If  she was 
still here I still wouldn’t tell her that the cost of  learning, owning,  
insuring, petrolling, repairing and then staying in the ghastly north west 
coast hotels that were “The weekend away dream” was never going to 
be feasible. I just didn’t care that much and really didn’t ever want to 
spend so much time with her (or anyone else) inside a bullet only to then 
spend the rest of  the weekend rambling in the pishing rain and arguing 
about mortgages and the not-yet-baby and the fridge. I never was going 
to learn to drive. Ever. But, on the news it says google have invented a 
car now where a robot will drive it for you. I will never try to go to the 
Nürburgring but if  for some reason I find myself  there I will only ever 
let a robot drive. 



I have been to Nuremberg but it’s not the same place. I don’t think. The 
Nuremberger Sausage is a really good thing. That is something worth 
travelling for. At least travelling to Lidl for. The girl I was sleeping with 
in Nuremberg had a violent vagina too but her bumring was really  
beautiful and accommodating. One time it went in Emily’s bumring by 
mistake and she said “GET IT OUT” really loudly. Later she said if  it 
was something that we were going to start doing she would have to put 
Veet on there and Veet was a skin antagonist and she wasn’t willing to 
do that so we weren’t going to do that. 

If  I had to choose between Nürburgring, Der Ring des Nibelungen or 
Nuremberger Bumring I would go to Lidl and not have to enter into 
any of  it.



In Paris the bathroom light goes on and off arbitrarily. All of  the wiring 
in the flat I live in is fucked. So it goes on and off. The lamp is a kind of  
bedroom style lamp with a switch on a cable which dangles across the 
mirror. It has a small glass shade around a bulb, a clear shade, so not 
a shade. It makes sense that the light is here. There. But not the shade. 
But it does go on and off, the light, despite the shade. Or, rather, nothing 
to do with the shade, the light goes on and off and there is a shit useless 
shade. Sometimes it flickers on and off and other times it stays off for a 
whole day then flickers for ten minutes in the evening then is off again. 
During all of  this time it is turned on, at the wall. When you switch it off 
at the wall it never goes on, which I suppose is some sort of  blessing for 
reason. Given that it stays off for long periods when it is supposed to be 
on though it is hard to know whether or not it is turned on or turned off. 
So maybe I don’t know. Maybe when it is turned on or off it flickers on 
and off. Or and I don’t know, actually, now that I think about it, if  I can 
say for sure when it is or is not turned on or off and when during these 
stages it flickers. But maybe it is truly off sometimes and then reason 
prevails. And maybe that I cannot see that this is the case is the problem 
and not the light at all. Maybe the light is supposed to do this for this 
very reason. Like that shitawful art where you could go in a gallery and 
think these thoughts but congratulate yourself  for having done so in 
public. Why would anyone want to go to a gallery to do anything? I  
suppose the big thing is debt. At least when you are in the gallery you 
don’t have to worry that when the light is on that it is costing you more 
than when it is off. Its just the same price all the time. Fifteen quid or 
whatever and no debt thoughts, for however long you can bear to be in 
the shower (I don’t think they had showers in the flashy gallery but they 
could have or should have or couldn’t have or shouldn’t have). So I sort 
of  understand it, that that might be nice, but still fifteen quid is a lot 
of  shower time and frankly I kind of  like the feeling of  decadence that 
overwhelms me when the light would flicker on and I could suddenly 
see all the steam yellow instead of  blue. And then blue again, and a bit 
yellow like a flash, then blue again, and dark. Like the setting of  the sun 
of  debt on the son of  debt. Emily would have made me fix the light so 
that it stayed on all the time, or went off when she switched it off. She 
loved going to the Tate Modern. She denied life at every opportunity. It 



is easier when I understand that I did was a favour rather than a crime. 



10. Gaolnotes 

Visitors. 
“What is it like?”
Not anything.  
“Are you ok?” 
I don’t know. 
“Can I bring you anything?”
Cigarettes. 

Lighting. 
At work the lights went on and off with sensors. 
In prison the lights are on. 

xx/xx/2017
Ross Kemp is coming to the prison to interview prisoners so he looks 
hard and not just like Rebecca Brooks whore. I have signed up,  
after careful consideration. To waste twenty minutes of  his life with 
un-broadcastable lies will maybe make one day not feel like a total waste 
of  time.  Since I got the letter I haven’t wanked once. I mean it’s not 
the sort of  place one wanks anyway but I have thought about the joy of  
the coming wank on the basis of  Ross Kemp. Ross Kemp the Wooden 
Horse of  independent advert driven television, boldly going where no 
one would think of  going unless some imbecile was willing to do so for 
cash and cheapies. I keep involuntarily thinking about Laocoon, initially 
it is his sons, all writhey and slimy and slippery with the serpents, all  
naked and salty and marble. But then, every time, just as I can feel the 
love froth rising up like a special time lapse of  a blossom tree in my 
goolies, Laocoon tells me that there is nothing inside the horse and it 
just goes away, right away to fuck, with no chance of  getting it back. For 
thousands of  years Laocoon warned me about the danger in the  
wooden horse but now he just walks up, calm as you like and says 
“There is nothing in there”. Then I go floppy. And the dream of   
soiling Kemp’s baldy head and action slacks turns instead into a night-
mare of  just standing there manhandling my floppy withered grey 
gooseneck in his face and the being dragged back to my cell, his 



utilitarian pocketed chinos still spotless. 

xx/xx/2017
Having decided that an impotence wank in Kemp’s face is even better 
I have walked around all of  today with a slug like a dribbly diamond 
cutter. 

xx/xx/2017 
It would be worth committing a meaningless crime if  the punishment 
was concrete. 

xx/xx/2017
At least Napoleon isn’t here. 



11. McDonalds 
(parables and maxims written in an organic vegan cafe in Montmartre 
over several brunches)

Eating in McDonalds means that you are a bad person. Bad people are 
poor. Poor people are the ones who work more and earn less than good 
ones. The poor people have to work so much that they are often very 
tired. They also often need a lot of  energy to get through their  
miserably long days. They need a lot of  fat and sugar and carbs.  
Disgusting people, the poor. Good People eat responsibly sourced 
quinoa falafel gluten free flatbreads with roquet and kale pesto and 
some fucking horrible brown sauce substitute made from powdered sea 
cunt. In order to afford to eat Good People food you have to do a Good 
job which manipulates the poor people into remaining poor and having 
less money and time in order that you and your vegan volvo children 
can have more money and time and health foods and yoga and there-
fore live longer. Its a service, really, that you are doing to the poor to 
keep them eating McDonalds because it will help them to die younger. 
You aren’t asking them to eat their own children or anything!? 

A manager, for instance, would be more this second type of  person, 
a Good one. Someone who maintains the pretence of  knowing more 
merely by doing less good. Someone able to appear happy to appear 
knowledgeable without any recourse to the love of  knowledge. 

(The McDonalds neon sign in the sky on the road to the IKEA is the 
most beautiful thing in Edinburgh. A wonderful yellow neon blip in the 
ghastly raining sky. Its like being in a wonderful American movie dream, 
just to see it, and smell the strange smell of  clean cooked carpet. Mc-
Donalds stays open so late. It’s the only metropolitan and cosmopolitan  
restaurant in Edinburgh.) 

If  you don’t have to work you just pop out at four thirty to get the kids 
from Gym or Gymkana and then home to prepare whatever dried out 
fart filth you have had steeping in no-need-for-evian-there-is-a-filter-
built-into-the-taps water since last night with a couple of  spicy spices 



and some joghurt for your thrush. But for people who work there is  
McDonalds beautiful Oresteian beacon signalling that someone else is 
also still working under the queen and still poor and also needs  
money and will even give you a burger to get it, even now at night time. 
And other poor people will be there, people interesting enough to talk 
to. McDonalds is a place where the poor might conceivably hang out 
cheaply enough, often enough, peacefully enough to have a moment 
where an interesting and beautiful thought could be reflected on with-
out the glare of  middle class expectation that so cripples eating out for 
Goodies. You don’t need to memorise the stanza order of  Ben Dildo 
Lerners latest sonnet cycle, you are safe in McDonalds. 

In a world which to be countenanced seriously really requires  
psychoanalytic treatment for all, but only those least deserving of  it 
can afford it, at least in McDonalds you can murmur and mutter your 
insanities in the vacuum of  inoffensive white noise and beepings and no 
one will notice or judge or care. You can heal yourself, or at least put a 
plaster over your spleen. And one of  your thoughts might even be that 
you are at least trying to be modern although you know how hard you 
are being fucked in the colon. 

The machine McDonalds is so beautiful, to make it so that there is 
less work to do and more time to sit and consider and feel ok and eat a 
moderate mix of  meat and vegetables and carbohydrate, a burger is an 
aristotelian supertriumph. Like Capitalism in its beautiful idea state. But 
that’s the thing, that even though there are no ideas anymore only the  
horrible, degrading, disemboweling fuck awful reality orchestrated by 
priests of  the Guardian there are still places that they don’t go. Impos-
sible places where the grotesque lie of  midmorality is in such full swing 
that they can’t go there anymore so we can conceivably fail in peace. 

Emily and Lulu hated/hate the fast food worker shades. If  they are hon-
est they don’t mind the fast food, it’s so fake and full of  synthetic heroin 
that no one could really eat it and claim it didn’t taste good.  But the 
workers, with their sinews hidden amongst the puppy fat, their plump-
ness of  recently adhered to contraceptive pills and overindulgence in 



chips, their obviously more than occasional infanticidal tupperwared 
delights from Medea’s maternal recipe book… it is too much for a  
NonSkyGoodGodMiddleVoter to bear without too loudly passing moral  
judgement. The beauty and promise of  the machinery passes them by 
in favour of  staring and glibly gloating at the happysad children that 
they never were. Emily and Lulu never wonder at the light they have 
stolen from these beautiful shades. 



If  napkins weren’t too ecologically unconscionable to exist in Real Foods 
I would have written the following maxims, mantras, to try to remain 
calm. 

 - Institution is the death of  the good of  an idea by a manager or  
   an instructor.  

 - McDonalds is a machine of  god operated by human managers. 

 - Managers being system made object making objects into  
   system minus subject. 

 - Donald Trump likes to wrap two fillets o fish around a big mac,  
   every night, for his dinner. That is a fact of  the Guardian news 
   paper on the seventeenth of  January two thousand and  
   eighteen.  

 - Vegans are the banality of  evil. 



12. Lulu

She said “business is the only idea there ever was” to the Catholic  
University Students discussing Weber outside a nightclub in Belleville 
and I resigned, to Lulu. 

I was on an Art After Prison Residency Programme. Finally, after she 
had overseen three residents group critiques, two one to one sessions, 
various coffee breaks and a night out on the vin I let her kiss me. 

Residencies are a contrivance of  bureaucrats, a lie, really, like Lulu’s 
name. A cheap way out for funding animals trapped in corners allowing 
them to pretend to know something and do something else,  
patronisingly. 

I tried to grow up and just accept the truth of  the what is the matter. 

I had some photographs I had made when I was in Paris when I was 
eight that the psychoanalyst in the slammer said were important and 
which the advisor said I should try to remake, that was the “propos-
al” which got me the funding for the trip. It was utterly meaningless 
of  course but it ticked the tracey memory boxes of  the jury and I was 
“happy” to snappy-happy-snap some new ones for ten minutes and then 
pop them into the frames and talk about my feelings at the public event 
which no one would attend other than people who wanted to get some 
money out of  the people who had given money to me. 

I tried to make the pictures again. They were shit. I painted over them, 
in order to make them a bit more “experiential” I made them bigger, 
the prints of  the photographs, the old ones and the new ones. I made 
big prints and then put the paint on and stuck the old and new versions 
together with paint in between. I stuck one set of  these horrors under 
the mattress before Lulu came to visit. We fucked on them. She didn’t 
know that she was making art while we were making love. She wasn’t 
making art, either.  



After we amoured on them and were lying talking about Derrida,  
again, I was really thinking about that I knew how hatefully shit the 
whole project and exhibition would be, how terribly embarrassed and 
saddened I would be to ever see the prints again, I thought about  
pushing her out of  the window so I could go back to gaol. But then I 
would have to do something with her clothes. I know she would have 
forgiven me, she was like that, a forgiver not a forgetter. She told me at 
some point she was so radical in her opinions that the patriarchy would 
probably push her out of  a window at some point to silence her. It 
would have been better, that, than pretending curation was a “practice” 
her whole life. Even if  she had been able to piss on her own tits no one 
can take Derrida and “Curatorial Practice” for that long without some 
recourse to silence. 

The dentist in Little Shop of  Horrors was a practitioner. Lulu was just 
creamy; rich and thick. 



13. Waterlilies 

The thing with Monet’s Waterlilies is that they aren’t very good. Just 
room’s full of  graffiti by an old man who is dreaming about a long, calm 
sublimity after a final release-from-constipation-ultrashit.

Instagram users photographs of  The Waterlilies pale in comparison to 
instagram users photographs of  waterlilies. The first set look like  
photographs of  people passionately kissing a newspaper. The second set 
look like the smell of  Charlie Vanilla and Lynx Africa mixed together. 
Although neither are interesting at least you might have once enjoyed 
the second one. 

When I look at The Waterlilies I remember wanting and then not 
wanting a science experiments kit from the Argos Catalogue when I was 
little. I wanted it because my Dad did science so it seemed like the right 
thing to want to do. But then I didn’t want it and I didn’t know why I 
didn’t want it. I did the experiments later at school anyway and they 
were as boring then as I had realised they would have been even if  I had 
been good enough for Santa to have brought them to me years before. 
I think it was the ghastly purple that started it, the Argos thought. It 
looked like the colour that the blue liquid went when you poured the 
clear liquid into it. A sort of  horrible ersatz internet SRGB womb ferret 
head purpley pinkpink. 

I suppose I started taking photos because my dad did that too. He tried 
to teach me composition in Paris in 1987. And he probably did that 
because he was scared of  nothing like Claude Moaney. For science 
everything has to be something. Nothing can’t be nothing unless you 
can prove it is really nothing and you can’t prove it unless people can 
see it but you can’t see nothings you can only see somethings. Photos 
are the same. Things are only things if  they are some things. And some 
things means that everything is some one of  some other things, things 
in a classification or order or index. This is some thing  of  the family of  
somethings. It isn’t ever nothing at all it is always rather something. 



“Here is some stuff that I have made into other stuff”. Beauty made out 
of  beauty. All I think about is Monket finding it all very beautiful. Like 
watching someone have a wank. But at least if  I had seen him wank I 
could have imagined blood. Here I just imagine the cost of  his house 
and how art students don’t even dress like him anymore they dress like 
trainspotters with mental health issues because then, at least, they will 
look “outside” and interesting in their own heads even though it only 
makes everyone else see that much more clearly the year in the home 
counties aspirations of  their richpoor parents. (Looking at dauby auld 
Claude is like watching divorced Dad struggle with his digital Leica 
M in the leather case that cost more than mums handbag.) They hate 
Claude. They love Marcel instead. A sort of  cold emoticon irony in Fila 
sportswear and Leonardo DiCaprio YouTube t-shirt. Post Modernity 
hating Modernity by “being herself ” in the way that one end of  a coax-
ial cable might. 

When you go to a funeral with a humanist minister and they say  
something light and fun, to make death not so bad - this is your  
punishment from the dead. The Humanist is the generic fruity sweet 
dung drug of  new ritual comedy (maltitol). The feeling is akin to  
imagining having your tongue pulled out of  your body; you can feel it 
in the back of  your eyes but not in your mouth. It makes your eyes water  
because you failed them, the dead, failed to protect their dignity from 
this unbearable lightness which you laugh at only in trying to be  
distracted. That their bodies failed was nothing they could have helped, 
that their memory was given over to someone who makes fun of   
memories, who “takes a fresh look at the archive”, an expert in nothing 
other than the assertion of  their “human-ness” is an abortion of   
human responsibility. 
 
The only bearable panel is at the very back and only because it is so 
bad as to be conceivably abstract. It might even have been conceivably 
human if  it wasn’t supposed to be waterlilies. Instead it is just  
another vibration between a throat speaky deficiency and a squeezy rec-
tum deficacy. Like the experience of  God in Notre Dame; a thing that 
other tourists don’t feel either, really. 



14. (Bella is) the end

I have to stop because it is so embarrassing to imagine imagining  
anything which is not only the sign of  a sign so it is probably over after 
all, for me anyway. 

One has to choose the debts, the types of  debts. When I put the fan 
heater under the covers which does feel better than sex at least I know 
it’s only money which I am guilty of  not having but spending. 

I have a new girlfriend. She wishes people called her Bella. 

Bella is a grammar pedant. She says “Oh for god’s sake” remembering 
the apostrophe but not the capital letter. She says that God did die and 
that it was her, in a past life, and she is proud. She is postmodern. She 
thinks the great white author died. The Other. Not the other. Or maybe 
both. I don’t know. She doesn’t know. She says it is patriarchal to talk 
about difficult things. That’s difference, for you - intersectional. Like 
outdoor endurance swimming in a lake of  cold wet farts. 

Bella says “I am a bitch” and that her friends are “my bitches”.  
Sometimes she also calls me “her bitch”. When I say bitch she is angry 
because I don’t understand irony or history. I think this is something 
to do with nouns being verbs or something grammatical, nouning? We 
all have the equal rights to name ourselves and that’s all, I think. There 
are caveats of  course but I don’t understand them so she says it is safer 
for me not to say any nouns at all. Even if  it was Adam who verbed the 
nouns it was Evie who drew the conclusions thereafterof. 

When Bella’s sister grows up she wants to be a table. I assume this is 
because she has been oppressed but am scared to ask. 

Bella follows a dominatrix on Twitter who is so funny and REALLY  
serious because she teaches a course in subversive thinking in the Fash-
ion department at an “Ivy League” university. The abyss here is so vast 
it defies my language skillz. Which is maybe what is “creative” about it? 



Bella swallows a beta blocker and half  a co-codamol with cherry brandy 
before she parties at her friends mum’s yoga-studio-cum-gallery. 

Bella is a documentary film-maker. She plans to make films about 
things that other rich people in the newspaper care about. The topic is 
currently Emotional Labour (the gently abusive, soft but eternal debt 
accrued by the unknowing beloved as accounted by the loan-shark- 
level-interest lover). Current Bunly. Baking is to be a key theme. Lulu 
didn’t bake. Bella doesn’t cook at all. Emily baked. I didn’t eat the cakes 
so baking isn’t really an issue for me, like Modernity. These things are 
not an issue because I am a cyst. But maybe she is also a cyst or not A 
cyst just cyst but for me the easiest way to think about it is that I am  
definitely a disease and a cyst and she is definitely not a disease but 
may or may not be a cyst or cyst. I am to be allied to her but she can’t 
be allied to a disease, obviously. I am like syphilis after all. It is a lot less 
exciting than I had imagined. I still have my nose despite this farce.  

Bella looked a bit like Lulu and a lot like Emily. Bella sent more pictures 
of  her genitalia, initially, though. Bigger (littler) dick(y). 

Bella works for an internet service provider as a continental sales and 
operations executive director account manager to fund her pre  
production film projects.  

Bella(‘s parents have) has a mortgage. I pay rent, on this mortgage. (It 
is a sort of  self  imposed witness protection programme. A perpetrator 
protection programme. It is worse out here. But at least your taxes don’t 
pay for it anymore and the lights sometimes go off.)
 
Her mother is called Tracey and makes callanetics videos, still, but on 
youtube, now. My mother had a VHS tape, I think, or maybe only a 
book. 

My mother claimed to be “over the lune” about Lulu. With Bella she 
just says “How is Prima Bella Donna?”. I don’t know what “after” is, but 
Bella is definitively not prima. 



We aren’t saving for a Smeg but we are saving. I have been instructed 
to aim to earn over $100 thousand dollars a year and learn to drive 
(so we can share driving on a road trip trans american vacation holi-
day film-making “recce”) and to stop all this (writing, thinking, taking 
photogriphs of  things on my phone). Most importantly I have to stop 
reading books with silver covers by men which say on the back “Perhaps 
the greatest novel ever written.”

(I only have one dream now, a recurring regressive scientific adult 
dream. A solar flare knocks out all of  the battery operated cars. Uber 
grinds to a halt. Tweeter stops working. A kind of  prehistoric botanical 
fossil fuel ultrafuckdeath of  the universe.  The revenge of  my plastic 
dinosaurs.) 





15. U OK HUN?

Bella and the doctor make me do Yoga. Medically for my back, and to 
“become aware of  difference and gentleness” via the indisposition of  
my otherwise contiuously problematic genitalia. 

I am indifferent to Bella and Bella is different to me. Me being the Neon 
Grey of  Norm. The education I receive is at a level of  platitudinousness 
reserved for mothers, those queens of  hell, when trying to dictate their 
vulgar moralities onto the equally vulgar immorality of  their revolting 
offspring. 

She says when we get married that she won’t take my name, she will 
keep her own. Daddy’s names are the mother’s name of  the father of  
her baby not mine. At least I suppose that is what she means? But she 
doesn’t need me to make a baby anyway, too, so it isn’t even the one 
thing I am no good for. Capable, she reminds me, is not commensurate 
with good.  

Our arguments are always about my having tried, usually several days 
before, to teach her a lesson - which is what not understanding or  
agreeing with her is called. There is also mansplaining which is equally 
oppressive but only happens when I speak usually. When I don’t speak, 
or respond in an appropriate (any) way to (any and all) (exclusively 
banal) questions about my day to day activities I am trying, secretly, to 
“teach her a lesson” by explaining via not speaking. 

My internal laughter is the guttural giggle of  a gargoyle vomiting acid 
rain tears rather than any kind of  amusement based laughter. A howl of  
resignation in recognition that her “feelings” are “different” to any  
“other” “feelings” that anyone else ever “felt”. A difference.  

“Difference” not distinction. 

I say “OK”. Which is partially correct. 



Bella and her yoga class are very keen to check (express) their privilege 
at any and all given (but mostly not given) opportunity. This is called 
being woke. In the same way one might ostentatiously give money to 
a bum on a hen party outing to a tasteful European city even though 
“you shouldn’t, I just can’t help it”, they just can’t help it, they can’t help 
something about it which it is best after all to feel and not to think. 

When Bella says privilege she means prejudice. 

She encourages me to cry. And adds that it would turn her on. 

If  Bella was as aware of  her breathing as I am not in hot yoga she 
would stop. 



16. Index 

Le Mur. 
Lumiere. 
Le murier. 
Lunier. 
Lunar. 
Le lune.
Le lene. 
Lilian. 
Le. 
Murmur.
Amourmur.
Lulu. 
Mummy. 
Lili. 
Lilith. 
Lilas. 
Lilacs. 
Water Lilacs. 
Porte des Lilas. 
Mairie des Lilas. 
3bis.
one one question mark.
Nothing is the sum of  all evil. 
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